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What does that mean?

■ How can you organize your practices 
to optimize the Long-Term Athletic 
Development of your players? 

■ What are “skills that scale?”
■ The skills that are valued at the

next level



I’ll start by apologizing…

■ This is probably not the talk you want to hear. 

■ This about the next decade, not winning 
tomorrow.

■ I hope to provide some context as to what the 
skills your athletes are developing now will 
look like in 5-10 years.



But it’s not all bad news!

■ I hope to give you:
■ An understanding of how your 

choices tomorrow will impact those 
kids in a decade. 



“
If you take one thing away from today…

Success at 8 
or 10 or 12

Success at 16 
or 18 or 20≠

Play the long game.



What is success?

■ Short term – having fun and improving.

■ Long term -
■ enjoy playing the game 
■ stay in the game
■ develop physically and mentally
■ (and much more)

■ This is where it gets tricky, because that list does not 
include winning the next tournament. 



What is success?

■ Success can also be a kid that just enjoys playing the 
game on a team with their buddies. 

■ BUT, by focusing on their long-term development you 
give THEM the tools that are necessary to continue 
playing as they age.  

■ Defining success is very much an individual thing…But 
what 10 year old doesn’t want to play in the big leagues? 
Give them that possibility.



When the kid makes his High School team or commits to play in 
college or signs a professional contact, YOU can be the Coach that he 
looks back and thinks, “Man, that guy changed my career.”

But to be that guy, you must play the long game. 



What wins in youth baseball

■ Putting the ball in play, particularly on the ground

■ Strikeout = out, nobody even has to catch it!
■ Ground ball = field it, throw it, catch it again 

■ “Just throwing strikes”

■ Taking advantage of undersized and weak catchers 

These same things can win you a lot of JV baseball games too.  But at some 
point, between that JV/Varsity divide, they stop working.

Not a coincidence that this divide occurs as boys are turning into men.

The older and bigger and stronger the athletes get the less those things that 
won games at age 11 matter.



Philosophically, what do we focus on then?

“Building Skills That Scale”

■ Generally, this means moving as fast as your
body can.

■ Start to build the engine as early as possible, 
refine it as you grow

Pro Tip for the parents out there: Getting into the weight 
room (with a qualified professional) before high school is an 
absolute cheat code.



Not so Hypothetical Case Study

■ Mikey is the smallest kid on his Little League Team.  He runs well, so 
sees great benefit in “just making contact” hitting weak IF ground 
balls that he often beats out.  His coach sees how well this works and 
hits him leadoff!

■ Mikey does not learn to swing with intent.  He has no ability to 
generate power.

■ By 8th grade Mikey is no longer the little guy anymore.  He’s average 
size for his age. Unfortunately, he never learned to swing with intent, 
he was incentivized to just make contact because that’s what won at 
the youth level.  His skillset does not translate to the big field, so he 
gets cut from his 90’ travel team and again from the JV team at his HS.



Philosophically, what do we focus on then?

Building the Engine

■ Learning to move fast now has a greater return on investment than 
moving “perfectly” now.

■ At each successive level, the ability to generate power becomes 
more valuable

■ Power = work divided by time 
■ How much force can you output and how long does it take? 
■ The more force created and the quicker it is created = more 

powerful
■ Shohei Otani is powerful



You can be big.  You can be small.  You MUST be powerful.



Why build the engine instead of the 
steering wheel?

■ Children cannot control their bodies anyway. 
■ They can’t “walk and chew gum at the same 

time.”  
■ Humans suck at turning verbal cues into

physical movements.
■ This is why I advocate for the use of 

constraints.



What it sounds like when you talk “mechanics” 
with little Mikey 



Philosophically, what do we focus on then?

■ Baseball is often built around trying to reduce failure rather 
than maximize fun.

■ Enable and encourage mistakes. Mistakes are how we learn. 
Mistakes in practice are wins on gameday.

■ Culture of learning from mistakes.  NOT penalizing them. 

■ If we are scared to screw up, we will naturally tone down the 
intent.  

■ The irony is almost everyone gets worse when they just 
try to “guide it in there.”





The Importance of Practice 

■ For both short and long-term success, practice must be the most 
important thing we do.

■ In practice we can fail risk-free.  The game is a test, so we need a chance 
to LEARN first.

■ In practice we can track PROGRESS instead of the more binary, outcome 
based, results we get in games.

■ We are playing too much and practicing too little at almost every level of 
baseball.

■ I say that from a skill development standpoint, overuse injuries are 
an even bigger concern with playing so many games. 



Full document viewable online: USABLTAD.com

http://www.usabltad.com/


Measuring the Desired Processes (NOT outcomes)

■ Box scores are bulls***. 

■ Process based measurements in games are optimal.

■ We cannot control the baseball once it leaves our 
bat/hand. Focus on what you can control. 

■ Hitting it hard / Productive AB’s

■ Locating it where you want to

■ Taking care of the baseball on defense



QAB/HH
1. HH
2. HBP
3. BB
4. ALR
5. 6 Pitch No K
6. 9 Pitch AB

Freebies
Any base given 
up where the 
offense did not 
have to EARN
it.



Pitchers
• Strike % by pitch
• Leadoff hitter out
• First 2/3 for strike

• 15 or less pitch inning
• Swings and Misses
• K:BB ratio



What does LTAD look like in real life?

The environment matters, A LOT. Focus 
on:

■ Intent

■ Constraints over words

■ Competition / Making it fun



Intent



Intent

■ Learning to move fast works just like language 
acquisition – the earlier you start the quicker it 
comes.

■ “Hit it high and hard or low and slow?” 

■ Intent drives “self organization” 
■ Typically…as coaches we do need to build in some 

guard rails.



Intent

■ Intent drives efficiency – the body is incredibly good 
at this

■ Every body moves differently

■ Getting to “Perfect” static positions is not an 
effective way of learning how your body moves.

■ Think of 3 MLB hitters or pitchers.  They all move 
VERY differently, but they are most certainly all 
moving with intent.



27

“Rotation 

is 

Rotation”

https://twitter.com/KingofJUCO

/status/1484275734755434498

https://twitter.com/KingofJUCO/status/1484275734755434498


From a scouting report on a HS 
pitcher in 1984

“Has average to better than average FB now…”

“Lacks overall control on all pitches…just has to get ahead of hitters more often.”





https://twitter.com/ReformedSptProj/status/1247203659563372545

https://twitter.com/ReformedSptProj/status/1247203659563372545


“
Move fast now = move fast later

Move slow now = move slow later

*Added bonus is, rotation is rotation! Huge transfer to any 
rotational sport – hockey, golf, tennis, lacrosse, field events… 



Constraints



Constraints

■ What is a Constraint?
■ Anything that puts a limit or restriction 

on an outcome.
■ A boundary that encourages certain 

behavior.
■ “Guardrails” to guide athletes to the 

desired outcome.
■ It’s using “things” in lieu of words.



What “Things” Can I use?

The task! Incentivize the desired outcome.

■ If a kid dumps the barrel and pops everything up oppo, then 
he can only get points by hitting line drives and GB’s to the 
pull side.

■ If a RHP flies open and misses armside on the mound, put a 
garbage can or a screen in the RH box and he gets a point every 
time he misses it

■ Over-exaggerate – “hit it into the dugout” 

■ ^Then simply track over time



What “Things” Can I use?

Pool noodle

■ Noodle is great because its soft you don’t have to worry 
about anyone getting hurt

■ Example: “get your elbow higher” vs you standing 
behind/beside him holding a noodle where if he 
drops his elbow he hits the noodle.

■ This kind of instant and objective feedback is 
INVALUABLE



What “Things” Can I use?

Golf alignment sticks 

■ Put the noodle over them and stick them in the ground as 
markers or boundaries.

■ Can use to make the noodle reach farther

■ Can be placed on the ground and can be stepped on

■ Example: stride direction.  Put the stick on the ground 
and simply tell the kid not to touch it

■ Pro tip: Driveway stakes at Home Depot are same thing and 
cheaper



What “Things” Can I use?

■ Literally any thing that provides 
feedback to the athlete.



“

If you couldn’t talk, what would you 
do to create the desired outcome?



Competition / Making It Fun



Competition / Making it Fun

■ Competition increases:

■ Focus

■ Intent

■ Self awareness (specifically of individual 
weaknesses – because they are exposed!)

■ Ability (and desire) to FIO – kids want to win

■ Kids LOVE to keep score



Competition / Making it Fun

■ Why do kids love video games? 

■ Fortnite:

■ Teamwork – can’t win 1 v 100

■ Strategic – you can’t just “try hard”… have to think 

■ Social – communication in real time, rankings etc.

■ Novel – it is constantly changing and evolving – new “stuff” 
pops up all the time. 

■ Really Hard – challenging is good, in the right environment  

■ How can you turn the task/outcome into a game?



Benefits of Competition

■ Opportunities to:

■ Learn how to compete

■ Learn how to win

■ Learn how to lose and FAIL
■ And thus, how to deal with the same  

frustrations that pop up on game day



Benefits of Competition

■ Competing is fun.  Keeping score is fun.  Seeing 
improvement over time is fun.  

■ Increased engagement, intensity and individual 
accountability 

■ Measurement is objective

■ More done in less time

■ “The score”  becomes another coach 



Benefits of Competition

■ Increased pressure

■ More game like environment = greater 
transfer of skills to the actual game.

■ Opportunities to learn how to deal with stress 
and anxiety of competition.

■ Opportunities to learn how to deal with your 
own expectations and failing to meet them.



What are the simplest ways I can add 
competition to practice?

■ Decide what matters to you and measure it.

■ “Measure what you treasure” and “Measure for motivation”

■ Test/Retest Model – tracking over time; competing against yourself

■ Keep Score and “Gamify” everything

■ Use the stopwatch; and not just for running 

■ Incentivize/reward – be creative

■ You beat it you can name it

■ World Records

■ Culture of “Beat the drill” – creating game savvy players



Incentivize and Reward!



Real life examples of Intent Driven, 
Constraint Utilized Practice Competitions

■ Exit Velo or Throwing Velocity using Pocket Radar.  Only counts within  ___ 
parameter(s).  Everyday the goal is to set a new PR. 

■ Progressive Home Run Derby – start in CF try to hit HR’s, then from 2B, 
then mound, then homeplate.  Track over time.

■ Scoring BP – 3 points for Line Drive to the OF, 2 points for ball in the air to 
the OF, 1 point for GB that reaches OF, 0 for everything else. 

■ IF D – everyone in the deep SS hole. 1 point for fielding cleanly, 1 point for 
throw that is caught at 1B.  Set number of attempts everyday, track over 
time.  “Who got a new PR today??”

■ Make EVERYTHING a game/competition, incentivize and reward intent 
and track it over time



“
If you take one thing away from today…

Success at 8 
or 10 or 12

Success at 16 
or 18 or 20≠

Play the long game.



Resources

■ Driveline Baseball, Youth Baseball Practice Games; Skills that 
Scale

■ @DevenMorgan and @TomHouse on Twitter

■ “Way of Champions” podcast, John O’Sullivan

■ thelearnerlab.com - Trevor Regan – idea of “training ugly” 

■ whatdriveswinning.com - Brett Ledbetter - tons of free videos 
on YouTube and a couple of really good books

■ Jeff Janssen, How to Develop Relentless Competitors


